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Preface

IWPT’01 is the seventh in a series of workshops which have become the major occasion where specialists in parsing meet to present and discuss the advances in the field. The series started in 1989 when Masaru Tomita organized the International Workshop on Parsing Technology at Carnegie-Mellon University, with a second part in a conference resort. This workshop was very successful, and resulted in the book Current Issues in Parsing Technologies (Kluwer, Boston 1991).

Inspired by this success Masaru Tomita organized the Second International Workshop on Parsing Technology, IWPT’91, in Cancun, Mexico. By then, it seemed clear that these workshops could become an attractive biennial event for the parsing community, and Masaru Tomita and I together organized the third IWPT in 1993 at Tilburg University, the Netherlands, with again a second part in a conference resort (in the Belgian Ardennes mountains). IWPT’93 lead to the follow-up volume Recent Advances in Parsing Technology, Harry Bunt and Masaru Tomita, eds., published by Kluwer in 1996.

In 1994, the Special Interest Group on Parsing (SIGPARSE) was set up within the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), with the primary aim to provide continuity to the IWPT series. Under the auspices of SIGPARSE, IWPT’95 took place in the Czech Republic, IWPT’97 at MIT in Boston/Cambridge, and the ’99 workshop took place in February 2000 in Trento, Italy. IWPT’97 was also the basis of a third volume in the sequence of books on parsing: Advances in Probabilistic and Other Parsing Technologies, edited by Harry Bunt and Anton Nijholt, was published by Kluwer in 2000.

Since parsing, like language technology as a whole, more and more pursued at a global scale, it seemed right to move IWPT to a location in Asia in 2001. Thanks to the efforts of our colleagues in China, it has turned out to be possible to organize IWPT’01 in the beautiful setting of Beijing. I would like to thank Fuliang Weng and Shiwen Yu, co-chairs of the IWPT’01 Local Organization Committee, and Youqi Cao, Qunxiu Chen and Houfeng Wang, the members of this committee, for their efforts in organizing IWPT’01 in Beijing. Thanks are also due to the members of the Program Committee, for their careful reviewing of submitted papers. I would like to say a particular word of thanks to two people: Program Chair Giorgio Satta and former Program Chair John Carroll. Giorgio Satta did much more than chairing the Program Committee and managing the review process. He very actively participated in thinking about all aspects of making IWPT’01 a good conference, and he did so during the summer where he was also a program chair of the ACL’01 conference. John Caroll gave us advice on many issues concerning the reviewing, invited speakers, the workshop program, and any problem that came up during the preparation of IWPT’01. Giorgio and John, thank you very much; IWPT’01 owes a great deal to you.

Harry Bunt
SIGPARSE Officer and IWPT’01 General Chair
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